
A security breach is devastating to a business. You lose money, your brand suffers, and your employees 
and customers lose trust that their data is safe. No matter your industry, security threats like phishing, 
ransomware, and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are not to be taken lightly. When it comes to security, you 
need champions who have your back. 

That’s where SADA comes in with industry-leading security experts. Well-versed on Google Cloud security 
products, SADA’s team of experts can design a solution for any threat profile. 

Common challenge

Maintaining a proactive rather than 
reactive stance against cyber attacks 
 

Meeting compliance requirements in a 
timely and cost-effective manner 

Attracting and retaining new business 
that expects top security standards 

Eliminating single points of failure that 
impede your business operations

 Solution outcome with SADA 

Tools and processes are deployed using automations 
and monitoring to continuously protect your organization 
against vulnerabilities. 

Compliance is easily managed with fully implemented 
policies and cloud-native procedures. 

Your customers will rest assured knowing that you have 
a comprehensive cybersecurity program. 

Operational efficiency is improved by offloading manual 
activities with new automated workflows, meaning 
your resources are free to concentrate on core business 
objectives, not unnecessary toil.
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Recommended SADA Partners for security solutions

Tried and tested, SADA has your back with Google Cloud security

 ∕ 600K+ GCP resource configurations assessed against numerous security 
frameworks

 ∕ 50+ Security engagements executed for Fortune 100 companies

 ∕ 40+ GCP and industry-recognized certifications earned by security team

 ∕ 4K+ End users secured by implementing Beyondcorp Enterprise

 ∕ Dozens of customers onboarded to Security Command Center Premium

 ∕ SADA named partner for BeyondCorp Enterprise

“Security assessments tell you how secure your system actually is, identify all the flaws in your system–
if any–and what to do about them. SADA was able to document and evaluate all these security-related 
concerns for Kabam, which we found to be eye-opening and a great value-add.”

Maurice Ko
VP of Engineering | Kabam

*Available in Google Cloud MarketplaceSADA POWER security service products 

Security-enriched cloud foundation

Design and deploy a hardened cloud configuration for a 
rock-solid security posture.

Cloud security confidence assessment

Get a review of your security strategy with a 
comprehensive, 10-point assessment to improve your 
Google Cloud security posture. 

Google Workspace security assessment

Ensure that your teams’ data is fully protected with 6 
deep-dive sessions designed to maximize Workspace 
security.

*Cloud security posture management

Stay fully alert. Implement and fine-tune Security 
Command Center (SCC) Premium to natively generate 
security alerts in your GCP environment.

*Cloud native access control

Protect your critical apps and services. Deploy Google 
Cloud’s BeyondCorp Enterprise for zero trust endpoint 
security.

*User and app protection

Implement reCAPTCHA Enterprise to defend your web 
applications.
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https://sada.com/insights/blog/introducing-poweron-cloud-native-access-control/



